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Abstract

The
results ･of

a search for supersyⅡ皿etric particles are presented using llpb-1

data accumulated by the TOPAZ detector at the TRISTAN e+e-colliderinthe energy

range
ヽ斥-

52 - 57 GeV･ Assuming the photino to be maBSless, we place limits on the

charglnO Of m- > 25.5 GeV, on the scalar muon, tau, and qllark of m- > 24･5 GeV,
●

X
' ' ' -

P

m- > 21.7 GeV, and m- > 26.3 GeV respectively･ The scalaJ electron can be exchded
T q

up to a mass of
- 28 GeV･ These mass limits are used to constrainthe parameters of

the N-1 minimalsupergravity models.
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1. IntrodⅦction

Physics below the energy scale of
- 100 GeV has been successfully described by

the standard model･ This model is based on the gauge group SU(3) ⑳SU(2)L ⑳U(1)y

where the SU(3) describes Strong interaction (QCD)
(lland

SU(2)L⑳U(1)yrepresents

electromagnetic and weak interaction【2j. The discovery of W土and ZO bosons【31 ,

which are the carriers of the weak force, provided one of the strongest support to the

standard model. Up to now, no evidence i8 reported inconsistentwith the model.

h spite of the appareht success, many physicists do not regard the standard models

as the ultimate theory of the elementary particles. It should be an eGectiv.e.theory at

energy below 0(100GeV), since,丘柑t, the model has too many parameters tO be input

by hand, and second, it does
not trulyunifithe funda皿entalinteractions, i.e, there

are three independent coupling constants correspondi丑g tOthe three groups, SU(3),

SU(2)L and U(1)y,弧d the gravity is leftununified.甘we believe theuni丘cation of

the interactions at an energy scale A, the Ⅱiggs boso皿maSS, aLS long as it is elementary,

gets a radiative correction proportionalto A. h order to keep the Ⅱiggs皿aSS in the

same Order of the皿agnitude aB the weak mass scale, we have to assume amazingly

&ne tuning of the parameters. This isknown aB the naturahess problem.

The supersyⅡ皿etry (SUSY)
t6i

,
the syⅡ皿etry between bosoms and femions, re-

solves this problem, shcethe supersyⅡ皿etric paJtner Of a conventionalparticle con-

tributes to the correctionwith the opposite sign and therefore cancels ollt the A2 diver-

gence of the Higgs mass term. The supersyⅡ皿etry, if it is the realistic solution, must

be a broken sy皿ヱnetry Since there are no SUSY partners found皿aBS-degeneratewith

the conventionalparticles. The SUSY models predict, however, the SUSY partners

should have a mass below 0(1 rev) in order
to solve the naturalness problen･ These

susy particles have been searched
for

extensively
both at押and e+e-colliders(10]

This paper reports on the search for supersymmetric particles predicted by the

minimalN-1 supergravity models(7･8･91 by the TOPAZ detector operating at the

TRISTAN e+e- collider. The data used in the analysis were taken from May 1987 to

August 1988inthe energy range Ji - 52 - 57 GeV corresponding totheintegrated

luminosity of llpb-1.

The organi2;ation of this paper is as follows:inchapter 2, particles predicted by

the SUSY is introduced: Signature of the SUSY in the e+e- collision are discussedin

1



chapter 3: chapter 4 describes the TRISTANand the TOPAZ detector: the且ow of the

raw data reconstruction is described in chapter 5: data areanalysedand the results

of the SUSY search are prsented in chapter 6; we examine the results and
derive the

constraints on the parameters of the SUSY model in chapter 7:and finally the paper

is concludedinthe chapter 8.

2



2. Phenomenology of the SUSY

h recent studies, models based on the globalSUSY were found to have di瓜c111ty

in reproducing low energy phenomenology(8).
h addition, the unification scale of the

susy GUT is - 1016 GeV while the Plank mass is mpL - (8打G)-1/2- 1019 GeV

where a i8 Newton's gravitationalconstant. It is not reasonable to neglect gravity

there. Recent SUSY models are based on the localsupersyⅡ皿etry, I.e, SupergraVity
●

(SUGRA). Ouranalysis described in this paper is, therefore, based on theminimal

N-1 supergravity.

h most SUGRA models, the supersyⅡ皿etry. is broken by a soft supersy=1me-

try breaking term via. gravity (softmeans soft enoughto
keep protection e鮎ctfor

the naturalness problem) which trigger the breaking of the SU(2)L @ U(1)y･ This

mechanism is an analogy of the Ⅱiggs mechanism in the standard modeland called

superhiggs mechanism where the era.vitino ( spins/2 partner of the graviton ) gets

a mass co皿binedwith the Goldstone femion (the gold5tin0)･
Themininalset of

particles required for the皿Odel is listed in table.1. h the matter皿ultiplet, the su-

perpaJ七ner must be exist for each of the left- andright-handed fermions, because the

number of degree of freedom for the fermions and scala指muSt be equalin each super-

multiplet. h the gauge bosom sector, there exist superpaltnerS Of也･e gluonI
W±I ZO)

～

～土 ～0
～

-a 7 Called gluino (g),who (w ),血o (a ),znd photino (7),respectively･ Since

SUSY does not allow the ter皿with H暮inthe Lagrang1anin contrast to the standard

model ,
we need at least two Ⅱiggs SU(2) doublets togive the mas8窃tO both 'up'and

'down'type quarks. Then there exist three neutraland two charged Ⅱiggs particles

弧d their superpaJtnerS (the higgsinos)in themini皿al( two higgs doublet ) model

after the weak gauge bosoms become massive.

When the SUSY is broken, the masses Of the conventionalparticlesand their super-

partner splitand the m皿g between superpartners
occurs which are shown h table･

● ●

1 as the mass eigen states. After the mⅨ1ng the left and the right handed scalar
● ●

fermions aremixedand form mass elgen States. The gauglnO8 and the higgsnos are
● ●

●

alsomixed and their mass eigen states are
charginos and neutralinosfor chargedand

neutralstates respectively. These mⅨ1ngS yield model dependence thoughthe gallge
●

●

interactions are completelyfixed by the symmetry and the natter nultiplet structure･

Henceinthe SUSY particles search, we must account for the model dependence partic-

ularly for their decay branching ratios. h addition, most of the SUSY models respect

3



R parity conservation where A is de&ned as;

R - (-1)2J+3B+L -

+1 fb∫ conventional particles

-1
for supersymmetric particles

where J, B, L indicate spin, baryon nunberand lepton number respectively. a par-
●

ity conservation means that SUSY particles should be pair produced and the lightest

SUSY particle (LSP) must be stable. ∬ R parity is not conserved, protons decay

throughthe diagra皿Shown in the丘g.1 which causes rapid proton decay. By cos-

nologicalarguments, the LSP is suggested to be colorless and chargeless. Tlms the

candidates of the LSP are the photi皿0, the neutralhiggslnO, the 2;i血o and the scalzLr
●

neutrino. h this analysis, we assume the LSP is photino (superpartnerof photon)

which is most popular choice.

The model dependence of the masses of the superparticles are describedinchapter 7

and appendix ち.

ー･
// I.I:Ltこ



3. Signatures of the SUSY in the e+e-interactions

The Feynmandiagrams of the SUSY production in e+e-interactions are shown

in丘g.2. h the e十e-interaction, detection of the SUSY particle is de丘nitely easier

comparlng With the p声interaction.
Since the electrons and positrons are themselves

elementary particles, the initialstate isun1quely determined and the events
are clean･

On the other hand, protons
are

COnPOSite of the three quarks and the gluons, therefore

in the p声interactions, initialsta.tes are not determineduniquelyand thefinal8tateS

are very complicated. h particular, SUSY searches are the search for the events

withmissing energy and皿Omentum, the e+e-collision is advantageous the皿the p5

exp eri皿entS.

If the beam energy lS
enough, the SUSY particles canbe pall produced by the

●
●

e十e-colliders aB Showninfig.2 (a),(b),(e),(f),or can be produced aBSOCiatedwith

the lighterSUSY paLrticles (&g･2(c),(a),(g),(h))IWhile the searchable mass is lim-

ited up to the beam energy in the pa汀prOd11Ction, the associated productionallow

us to probe up to the center of the mass (1β)energy･ Ⅱowever the search for the

associated production needs relatively higher integrated luminosity than the palr prか

auction case, Otu analysis concentrated on the pall Production. Further, we neglected
■

the contribution fro皿the ZO since it was small i皿the energy reglOn Of this analysis

and made positive contribution to the cross section. h this sense our results are COn-

servative. On the other hand, the cross section was Calculated including the initial

state photon radiationt177 , except for scalaJ electrons, which reduce the cross section

near the threshold.

3.1 Scalar fermions

′ヽヽノ ～

The weak eigen states of scalar leptons a.re l L and I R Which are the partners of the

leftandright handed leptons. h site of possible mⅨ1ng the left- and theright-handed
■

●

partners are usually approximately mass el苦en States.
Therefore we assume they are

mass elgen StateSand examine the two extreme cases: mL >> mR and mL
-

mR･
●

′ヽ■
′ヽ■

′ヽノ

Under these assumptions, the production cross-section for fL, T,and q is given by;

嘉一誓cp3st･n2o (3･1)

where s -

4Eb?ea,A,β and Q are velocity and electric charge of the produced particle,

5



respectively. The factor C is the color factor which is 1 for scalar leptonsand is

～ ～
4

3 for scalar quarks. When mL-mR, both particles canbe pa･1r PrOducedand the

cross-section is doubles.

The cross section for the scalar electron is more complicated sincethe t-channel

contribution of the photino exchange is added as showninfig.2 (b)
[18]･

I

面孟p3s･･n2o
血

×(1+【1-

芸g[p3st･n2e
x〈1十【1-

′ヽ■′
′ヽ.■

for mL>>mR and

1
-2βcosO十β2

+p2

1
-2Pcos9+P2

+p2

16fL2p
1
-2PcosO+P2

+JL2

(3･2)

(3.3)

for蒜L-蒜R, Where p -

m7-/Ebeam and β近 a velocity of the electron･ Totalcross-

sections at ㌔ - 55GeV are shown infig･3･

′ヽ-′ ～

The decay of the scalar lepton, I, is si皿ple･ It promptly decaysinto i+ J7 -a
′ヽノ

7 1eav岱fr0皿the detector like a neutrino because of the 氏 parity conservation･ On

the other hand, the scalar quark decay lS more COmPlicated since it has color charge
●

which causes hadronization. h the hadroniヱation, the scalar quarks couplewith the

conventionalquarksand forms an a hadron･ We treated the subsequent
decay of the

leading R-hadron containing the scalar quark by the spectator model with the LUND

string fragmentation (19]

●

3.2 CharglnO

～士
h general, charginos (x ),are two mass eigen states resulting from the nixing of

thewino (theSUSY partner of the W)and the charged higgsino (theSUSY partner

of the charged Higgs). The target of our search is the lighter of
the two

chargino

states. The pair production of the chargino
takes place throughthe s-channel

one

J7/ZO

amihilation or throughthe I-channel scalar neutrino exchange
as showninfig･2 (f)･

6



We ignore the t-channel contribution, assumlng the scalar neutrino mass is heavy･
=

Hence the production cross Section isgiven by

嘉一芸〈(1･cos2o) I (-p2)sin2o)

The charglnO decays into conventionalfermions and a photino when the LSP is
●

the photino;

～ ..._
～

X- ffz/7

wherefis e, or fL, Or T, Or q.

Their decay depends strongly on the mⅨ1ng. This model dependence enters in two
● ●

5E 5iT
lこつ1コ

ways: the丘rst is frム皿thetY x7 vertex and the s∝ond
from the I fx vertex, as shown

infigs･4(a)and (b),respectively. h the first diagram, the model dependence lies only

in the W完7～vertex. h the second diagram (丘g.4(b)),the maBSand thewidth of the

scalar leptons or quarksintroduce another model dependence. The contribution of
● ●

this second diagram to the branching fraction depends rather strongly
on the mⅨ1ng,

since higgslnOS have a coupling strength proportionalto the fermion mass involved･

Tlms chargino can deca,y into following four nodes when the LSP is a photino: (i)
～ ′ヽノ

e57･, (ii)pi77; (iii)'i77～; and (iv)qq7～.

3.3 Previous SUSY search

The SUSY particles search were血adeinmany experiments, both in the e十e~

colliders at PEP, PETRAand in the pp collider at CERNt10】 ･ The groups at PETRA

studied the scalar fermions, the charglnOS and the neutralinos
by a similar method to

■

tis at energy up tO J=
- 46･8GeV･ The ASP gTOllp at PEP studied the reaction

liココ:iコ

e+e- -777

～′ヽ■

e+e- -7 i,Z/

by tagging the 7 from the initialstate photon radiationand obtained the mass limit

for scalar electron, 7～弧dwino ( pure state of the partner of the W )tll】･ The UA2

group at CERN obtained the mass limit for thewino by studying the decay of the ZO

zmd the W bosons when thewinos decay onlyinto a scalar neutrinoand a lepton【121

The UAl group reported the lower ma£s limit for the scalar quarksand leptons･ This

limitwasobtainedinthecasesm- -

m-andm芯-m-
-

m? -m= -m-(13]
･ The

qR qL i A

results of the
previous searches are 8uⅡ皿ari2;ed in table.2.

7



4. ExperimentalApparatus

4.1 The TRISTAN accelerator

The TRISTAN is a e+e-colliding a.ccelerator a.I NationalLaboratory for High

Energy Physics (KEX)･ The accelerator complex is showninfig･5･
It consists of a

400 n linear accelerator (LINAC), an accunulator7ing (AR)and a nainring (MR)

of about 3 km circumference･ First, electrons and positrons are accelerated
by the

LINAC up to 2.5 GeV and injected to the AR. They are accllmulated in the AR and

are accelerated to 8 GeVand injected to the MR. A氏er
repeatedinjections, when the

intensity of the bea皿beco皿e Su缶cientfor the experiment, they are finally accelerated

to the highest energy and collide. Therunn皿g bea皿energy Was 25 GeV at May 1987

and had been raised up to 28.5 GeVinthe experimentalcycle of su皿皿er 1988･ The

luminosityinthe latest experiment (July1988) was 100 - 300
nb~1/day･

~●

4.*2 The TOPAZ detector

The TOPAZ detectort20) is a general purpose detector located at the north west

(Tsukuba) experi皿entalhall ill the TRISTAN main ring･ It a･dopts time projection

chamber aB the mai皿traCking device and has a good capability of thr既di皿enSional

tracking and particle identification by the dE/血meaBurement･ The bird's eye and

the cross s∝tionalviews of the detector are shown in fig.6 aand b, respectively･
Notice

that the contribution of the author to the detector as a member of the EighEnergy

Physics Laboratory of Nagoyauniversity was constructions of the end cap calorimeter

and the end cap
drift

chaLmber糾.
The TOPAZ staJted physics data runon May

1987 at the energy of J= - 50 GeV and has accu皿ulatedanintegrated luminosity of

ll pb~1 up to the energy of J言- 57 GeV by summer 1988･

The detail of the detector is described in the following Sections putting emphasis
●

on the time
projection chamber(TPC),

the barrel
calorimeter(BCL),and the end cap

calorimeter(ECL) which were mainly usedinthisanalysis･

The coordinate system of the TOPAZ detector used throughoutinthis paper
is

defined in fig.7.

8



The time projection chamber

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC)[22) is a
multiwir;

drift chamber which

has a large drift region (fig･8)･It features precise me舶urementS Of charged tracks in

3-dimensionalcoordinates togetherwith ioni2;ation energy loss of each track used for

particle identification. The charged tracks, passing throughinthe sense volumefilled

with the gasmixture of Ar : CH4 - 90 : 10 at 3.5 atm, liberali2;ed electrons of the

gas molecules. These electrons drifted toward the end planealong the electricfield of

353 V/cm applied paJallel to the beam axis･ Since the gas Was Pressurized and the

electricfield was Parallel to the magneticfi1ed of 1 Tesla, the di缶1Sion df the electron

clusters y甲SuPpreSSed and these electron clusters preserved a precise
infomation of

the trajectory of the charged tracks. The electrons clusters were detected by the 8

nulti-wire proportionalcounters ( sectors ) at each end of the drift region shown in

丘g.9. A sector had 175 sensewires and 10 pad rows on the cathode plane. The signal

from eachwire or pad was amplified and shaped by an analog el∝tronicsand then

sampled and stored in a charge coupled
devise (CCD) at a rate of 10 MHz･

We should mention thewire plane called the 甚ating grid･ Without the gating grid)

positive ions generated around the sensewifeS WOuld built upinthe
sense vol吐皿e and

caused the distortion of the electricfield. The eGect could result in a distortion of

r∝onstructed tracks a5 large as a few cn. To avoid such e触t the gati皿g grid was

employed aB Shown in丘g.10. The gating grid was usually closed so tha･t positive ions

could not且ow into the sensitive volⅦne and only opened by the request
from the

other detectors. The
Scheme to open the Sating grid is described in the later section･

The 各ans of thewires were calibrated by the X ray ffom the Fe55 sources which were
●

important to achieve good dE/血resolution･ The gain differences of the el∝tronicses

were calibrated by the test p山se input to the shielding grid.

The performance of the TPC is describedinnext chapter since it is deeply related

with the track reconstruction.

B星ぎrel Calorimeter

The Barrel Calorineter (BCL)
[23]

was an electromagnetic calorimeter consist of

4300 lead-glass ( SF6W ) eherenkov counters with a lengthof 18Xo･ As illustrated in

fig･11
, the BCL had a cylindricalshapewith

an axial1ength of 5･6 Rand aninner

radius of 1.76 m. It was located outside superconducting solenoid and covers 85% of

9



the full solid angle corresponding to 320 < ♂ < 148o. The BCL was Segmented into

45 blocks in z-direction and 96 blocks in ¢ direction. The signalfro皿the eherenkov

counters wereampli丘ed by photomultipliers and sent to ADCs though40m long coaxial

cables. The slgnalof the BCL wasalso used for the trigger aB described later･ The
●

gain of each counter had been calibrated byanelectron bean before instal1ationand

was monitored withanaccuracy of 1.2% by a Xenon且ush lamp which was distributed

to each counter throughoptical&ber cables. Fig.12 shows the energy distribution for

Bhabha events at
ヽ斥-

52 GeV zmd obtained the energy resolution of 4･5 % for the

events･ The energy resolution of the BCL
-おqE/E

-如%,
-here E

in GeV,and the angular resolution was 0.38o

End Cap Calorimeter

The End Cap Calorimeter (ECL)(24] was locatedinthe end cap region of the

TOPAZ and covers lO% of the full solid angle corresponding to 0.82 < Icosel< 0･98･

The ECL was a lead proportional-counter sandwich type electromagnetic calorimeter

with a length of 18Xo. A schematic view of the detector is shown in fig.13. Proportional

counters were made of conductive plastic tubes丘11ed with the gas mixture of Ar :

CH4 - 95 : 5. The signal from the ECL was read by cathode pads etched on the a G-

10 board which were a arranged to form tower structure toward the beaninteraction

points. Each tower was sub-dividedinto three modulesalong the 2:-direction. The

totalreadout channels was amount to 960 for each end cap. The signals of the cathode

pads, directly drove 40 m long twisted palr Cables, were received by the diFerential

ampli丘ers to
suppress coⅡ皿On mOde一皿oise induced on the cables, and were丘nal1y

digitiEed by ADCs. As with the BCL, the slgnalfrom the ECL w誠uSed for the

trigger. Variation of the gas galn Was Calibrated by continuous monitoring of the

pressure and the temperature of the counter gas. The absolute gain Was determined

by Bhabha eventsinbeanruns. Fig.14 shows the energy distribution for Bhabha

events at
､β

- 52 GeVand obtained the energy resolution of 6･7 % for the events･

Theangular resolution was 0.7o･ Notice that the integrated luminosity used in the

normali2;ation of all the data taken by the TOPAZ was calculated
from the number

of Bhabha events detected by the ECI･･ A typicalsystematic error of the integrated

luminosity was estimated to be 4.0 %. The detail of the ECL is described in appendix

C.

10



Ⅰ星ner

Thclmer Drift Chamber (IDC)t25]was theinnernost detectorinthe TOPAZ･

It was tLSed for tracking of charged tracks to assist the TPC tracking,for identifying

photons which were sonetines converted at the inner pressure vessel of the TPC,and

for generating a chaJged track trigger infomation. The IDC is a 10-layer cylindrical

drift chamber withcathode delay lines tO measure position in 2>direction. its spatial

resolutions were (q,4)- 220FLm and qz - 1cm respectively･

End Cap I)rift Chamber

The End Cap Drift Chamber ( EDC )【26]vaB located in front of the ECL. It was

made of conductive plastic tubes丘11edwith the gas mixture ofAT･ : C2H6 - 20 : 80and

was operated in the limited streamer mode. Theain of the chamber
was to improve

momentum resolution in the end cap reg10n Where the TPC less its acceptance･

Time of Flight Counter

outside of the superconducthg solenoid, the tine of Right countert271 ( TOP ),

which consisted of 64 scintillation counters, was placed. The time resolution of the

counter was 220 ps. The TOP was used for particle identification by tine of 且ight

mea5ure皿entand plays an essentialrole for cosmic ray rejection.
It wasalso used for

the charged track trigger togetherwith IDC.

Barrel Muon Counter

The outermost detector of the TOPAZ wats the barrel muon counter (BMU), con-

sisting of three layers of drift chamber array interleavedwith ion alters. The BMU

identified muons which pass throughthe ion丘Iters while hadrons were absorbed by

tbe丘Iters.

Luminosity Monitor

The luminosity monito, (LUM)
(28]

was a lead-scintillator sandwich type calorim&

ter with a scintillation counterinfront of them to de丘ne acceptance. It was placed at

2.4 m from theinteraction pointand detected 8nal1angle Bhabha scattering events･

The LUM provided a realtime luminosity which was fed back to tune accelerator

condition.
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Superconducting Solenoid Magnet

A thinsuperconducting solenoid magnet[29]
was located outsidethe TPC･ It pro

videduniform magnetic field of 1 Tesla parallel to the bean axis. h order not to

degrade
energy resolution of the calorimeter outside the magnet, its thickness皿tut be

as thinas possible. Great eqort wa5皿ade for this purpose resulting
ln a thickness of
●

0.7Xo.

4.3 T上igger system

The data si2;e Of the TOPAZ detector was about 100 kB for a nulti-hadron event

and was about 20 kB for a two prong event such as p pal一 Production which was quit

large due to the TPC data size. h order to keep dead tine less than 10 %, trigger

rate should be smaller than 3 Hz. However, beam gas, Spent electron, and cosmic ray

events were huge back ground sources of hightrigger rate, while the rate of physical

events we need wzu at皿OSt 10-2 EE even for Bhabha scattering Which has one of

the highest cross sectioninconcern. h data analysis, it was important tounderstand

trigger eBiciency for each physics channel, beca心e its eEiciency acted
a5 an implicit

cut on our data. Here we describe the trigger in detail.

To achieve the rate requirements, the TOPAZ trigger used I-2;information of the

TPC･ Since it took 24fLSeC (i･e,drift time of electrons in the TPC) to
'make

trigger

decision and since the frequency of Sating pulse should
be kept as low as possible

to avoid the distortion e鮎ct, the trigger syste皿COnSisted of multiple steps･ Whole

scheme of the trigger system is shown in fig. 15. The first step was called the pre-

trigger and was done between two
successive

bean cross

signal(BC/0) which
was

5fLSeC aPartintwo
bunch

operation･ The s∝ond step was done by the TPCand wzu

called the TPC trigger. The pre-trigger consisted of two parts, one was the energy

trigger uslng the calorimetric information and called the forced pr&trigger which did

not require any decision by the TPC, the other was the track pre-trigger which
was

generated by the combination of the II)Cand the TOP. For the track pr&trigger,

further decision by the TPC was required. These pre-triggers werealso used to open

the gating grid of the TPC after synchronized with BC/0･ If the pre-trigger was not

generated,all ADCs and TDCs were clearedand waited
for next BC/0･ When the

track pre-trigger was isslled, the TPC decides whether triggered or not and when not

12



triggered, sent reset/abort(氏/A)to the online system. Timing sequence of the trigger

is
shown in fig. 18.

Energy Trigger

The energy deposit of the BCL was groupedinto three segnentsalongthe bean

axis (calledthe partialsuns) and the sun of the three formed the totalenergy sum･

The energy trigger was generated by the AND of two of the three partialsums or

solely by the totalsum. The threshold level was Set at 1 GeV for paJtialsuⅡ娼and 4

GeV for the totalsun, respectively.

The ECL was dividedinto outer and hner cylinders. The energy depositineach

cylinder was Called the partialsu皿. Two paJtialsums of each end-cap
were ORed

and the ORed partialsuⅡ冶Of both end-caps
were ANDed to generate the partial

energy trigger. All the partial sums were suⅡ皿ed to皿ake the totalenergy trigger･

The schematic diagra皿Of the energy trigger is showninfig･16･ The thresholds of the

partialsums and the totalsu皿Were Set at 4 GeVand 10 GeV respectively･

h addition to these energy triggers, the AND of a partialsum of the BCL and
a

partialsu皿Of the ECL was used a5 the combination trigger.

Track Pre-Tゝigger

The track pre-trigger was composed of the IDC track finder and the TOF･

Fig. 17 illustrates the principle of the trigger sche皿atical1y･
h the IDCI anOdewire

was grouped into 64 subsectorsinr
- ¢ plane and track finding was performed each

the subsector. The hit patternto de丘皿e a track candidate was chosen according to

the bea皿COndition and was down loaded before the operation. It was currently set to

recogn12;e tracks of Pt greater then about 600 MeV. When usedinthe trigger, outputs

of the successive two track finders were ORed.

Track candidates in the IDC were checked if associated with TOP hits which was

also ORedinto 32 informations. This requlrement actually selected tracks with a

transverse momentum greater than about 800 MeV･ The signals from 32 outputs
I

were processed
by a topology decision module which required two or more trackswith

their openlng angle greater than 45o.

13



TPC T上igger

The TPC trigger consists of the rlpple trigger and the vertex丘nder･ The TPC
●

trigger used inner 88 of 176 sense wires of each sector. h the rlPPle trigger, 88wires
●

were grouped into ll successive subgroups a5 Showninfig.19
a. The rlpple trigger

requiredall hits of ll groups for a track candidate aLS Shown in fig. 19 b･ Tracks

recogni2;ed by theripple trigger were processed by the vertex finder. It extrapolated

the tracks to theinteraction region uSmg the two points glVen by the ripple trigger･
● ● ● ●

The accuracy of the vertex pointing was a.bout 10 cm. Fig. 19 c shows the scheme of

the vertex丘皿der.

A TPC trigger was issued when the +Z and -Z
detector halves both contain at

least one track(Phase-Itrigger).The TPC track requirement wzu relaxed for the higher

energyrun and 2/3 of the 55 GeVrun to accept events containing two or more tracks

with an opening angle greater than 45o(Phase-ⅠItrigger)･

4.4 I)ata Acquisition System

The data acquisition system (DAS) of the TOPAZ was based on the 'FASTBAS

which is a modulzu highspeed data acquisition control system【31】I
The topology of

the system is shown in &g･ 20･ Since the TPC had larger data si2;e than the other

detectors, the DAS was Separated into the TPC and the Ron-TPC parts. The data

acquisition sequence, which wzu controlled by theinterrupt control system (ICS) was

complicated in order to reduce dead time in spite of the large data si2;e Of the TPC･ h

fig. 21, the tine sequence of the data
acquisition system is shown. When a trigger was

issued by the trigger system, the ICS waited
for the data

ready of the non-TPC part

弧d, when the date are ready, interrupted the皿ain data taking computer VAXll/780

to read the data, while the TPC datas were being digiti2:ed.When the TPC datas

were ready, the ICS interrupted the VAX to request the readout of the TPC data･

The data taken by the VAX was sent to the main computer, FACOM M780,

throughan optical fiber link by the VAX-FACOMinterface called DACU. The tasks

runnlng On the VAX are 8howninfig. 22.
●

A typicaldata taking cycle took 25 msand overall
dead time was less than10 %

in the actualoperation.
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5. Raw Data Processing

5.1 Flow of data processlng
●

Fig.23
shows the且ow of the data processlng. The data sent from the VAX were

●

first written on temporary disks of the FACOM M780 which was Our mainframe

computer for the analysis. These data were copied to magnetic tapesand formatted

in the data format of the Tristan Bank System (TBS) which was our data handling

system. Theseformatted data were stored as raw data. The contents of raw data were

outputs of each detector, I.e;

◇ ADC counts of the BCL and the ECL;

◇ TDC counts of the EDC, the BMU, and the IDC;

◇ TDC and ADC counts of the TOP;

◇ digiti2;erOutputs Of the TPC.

From the raw data, physicalobservable we n*d, which
are essentially two four

vectors, PJL and =fL, for each track, were calculated. It w誠done by two step called

reduction and production.

h the reduction step, the raw data were corrected by the hardwaLre dependent calibra-

tion constants such as channel by channel gain variation and were filtered to reduce

jank events which w?re
beam gas or spent electron events･ The criteria of thefilterhg

was the same a5 those of the trigger and consists of;

◇ the BCL totalenergyand the partialenergy combination check

◇ the ECL totalenergyand the partialenergy combination check

◇ the ECL-BCL partialenergy combination check

◇ the TPC trigger condition check

The events passed the filter if it satisfied at least one condition.

The data pass throughthe reduction were processed by the production. h the

production step theinformations of the each detector were converted to the physical

infわrmation, 1.e,

=

▽ momentum and vertex position of each charged track
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▽ particle ID information

C) energy cluster of the calorimeters

h next section the detail of the track reconstruction by the TPCand the energy

cluster reconstruction by the BCL and the ECL is described.

5.2 Tねck reconstruction aJld parametrization

As the TPC provides thr既di皿enSionalspace points, trackfindingandfitting

made full use of this advantage. The detail of the TPC tracking is described in ref･

32. The architecture of the TPC analysis in show in fig. 24. Fimt, space points Were

made fro皿padinfomation of the sectorsand tracks were found in the ¢ -

a(R,ef)

plane, where ¢ was azi皿uthalangle and a(R,ef) was defined as

z(R,e/) -旦旦Rref

where R,ef W誠a COnStant･

h the ¢ -

a(R,cf) pane, Space points of
a single track fro皿Origin clustered around

a

single point.

Tracks found were丘tted to a helix parameterized as follows,

ヱ-エo･dpcos4o･三(cos¢o-c伽(4･4o))
y

-

yo･dpsh4o十三(sin4olSin(4･4o))
z

=勾+dz十旦¢.㍍

wbere丘t parameters were

dp

¢o

rC

d2

β

dp

¢o

主
P

dz

tan入

The meaning of these parameters are illustrated in fig. 25.
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Althoughthe Sating. grid 8uPPreS8 the distortion of the electricfield in the TPC, a

●

snail amount of the distortion remained. This distortion was corrected
by comparlng

two cosmic ray
data when the beamwas on and off. Thealignment of the position of

the sectors was done by comparing a cosmic ray track reconstructedinthe two sectors.

The momentum resolution of the TPC was studied by cosmic ray events. Fig.26 shows

the distribution of the curvatu.re difference of a cosmic ray track reconstructed by two

sectors. The momentum resolution aB afunction of momentum is showninfig.27 and

obtained 6pt/pt-胸2
+ 1.52%, where pf is a transverse mOmen紬皿in GeV･

5.3 Reconstruction of energy clllSterS

From the data, which were corr∝tion of energy depositineach counter, we m心t

reconstruct energy clusters corresponding to the energy deposit of each particle. The

methods of the clustering were
slightlydiGerent

between the BCI} and the ECL due

to the differenceintheir structures.

The BCL clustering procedure wzu done as follows;

1. search the counter which had the largest energy El;

2. pick up neighbourng counters of 1, which had the energy
E2, aLnd included them

to the cluster 1;

3. pick up neighbouring counters of 2, which had the energy E3, and appended

them to the cluster if

E2>CIEl

oT E3<C2El and E3<C3E2

where Cl,C2,C3 were constants to be tunedand were set to O･65) 0･08I and l･20)

resp∝tively.

This procedure was repeateduntilal1 the counterswith an energy greater than45

MeV were used.

For the clusters recogni2;ed in this procedure, their positions were calculated as the

averaged counter positions weighted
by their energleS;

where p waBanempiricalconstantand was set to 0.26 for land O･34 for ¢ directions･
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The clustering nethodfor the ECL was simpler than that for the BCL. First,

search the tower which has the largest
energy, then tow･erswithinan angle of 0.16

radia血 around the highest tower were grouped into a cluster. This procedure was

repeateduntilall the towers having the energy greater than 50 MeV were used. The

cluster positions were determined similarly to the BCL case except that the directions

were Oand ≠and the parameter p was Set tO 1 for both directions.

5.4 htegrated lumhosity

The
number of events expected is given by;

Ne=p -

EqL

where Ne=p) E, q) and L are the number of events expected, the det∝tion e缶ciency, the

cross section, and theintegrated luminosity. In this analysis, the integrated luminosity

was obtained from the number of Bhabha events detected by the ECL. The Bhabha

events were selected by requiring; (i)more thanor equal two clusters with the energy
rJ

greaterもhe 1/3Ebea,A,(ii)acollhearity angle betweeふthechsters are least the loo,

and (iii)0･89 < IcosOz十血te,l< 0･96･ The error wzu the quadratic su-ation of

the statisticaland the systematic error. The systematic error wa5飴ti皿ated by the

dependence of the lumiposityon the ¢ of the ECL res山ing i皿the typicalerror of

4%.
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6. Analysis

6.1 0vera11 strategy

Before describing the search for charged supersymmetric particles, (冒,石,;), scalar
′ヽ′ ～

quarks (q), and chargi皿OS (X),overall strategy of the search is described
since,although

details of the analysis may depend on each channel, theunderlying concept of the

search is common. The且ow diagra皿Of the analysis is showninfig.28.

Eyent signature

ThTOughout this paper we assume the lightestsupersy皿etric particle
is the

｢▲コウ

photino (7)･ Because of the a-parity conservation, the photino is stable and escapes

our detectorwithout leavlng any Slgnal. Therefore the event signature of the SUSY

particle is characterized by the lepton pall Production or the multihadton production

with a mLSSlng energy and momentum. The main backgrounds contribtlteもo the SUSY
●

■

signalare the two
photon processes and the ordinary fernion palr production through

=

one
photon annihil-ation with an initialstate photon radiation･ The two photon pr&

CeSSeS are;

e+e- -

e+e-f7

and the ordinary fermi?A pair Production are; (includinganinitialstatephoton radi-

ation)

e+e~ - f77.

The electro甲and the positrons in the two photon processesand the photons in the

fermion pair productions usually escapeinto the beam pipe and file a missing energy

momentum aB Shown infig･29 (a)･ However by imposing a cut on the acoplanarity

angle, which is de丘ned to be the angle between observed leptons or jets projected
on

the I-y plane, these backgrounds are e抗ciently removed･
Fig･29 (b)and (d)show the

acoplanarityangle for the background processesand the s,lgnals) reSPeCtively･ Both
●

the backgrounds and the signals are acollinear (fig･29(a)and (c))but the backgrounds

have a coplanar shape while the signa.1s
form acoplanar events (fig.29(b)zmd (a))･
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6.2 Eyent Simulation

To estimate the acceptance of the detector for the SUSY signals, the Monte Cairo

simulation was used. The simulation consists of two part, i.e, the event generation

and the detector simulation. h the event generation, four nomentun of the generated

particles were calculated according to their production mechanismand decay ifit was

necess打y. The detector si皿ulator emulated response of the detectors
and generated

the signals of them. These
simulated signals were processed by the same reconstruction

andanalysis programs aB the realdata.

Eyent Generation

First, the event generator made four momentunof the charginos or the scalar

fermions according to their production mechanisms which are showninfig.2. h the

cases without the scalar el∝trons, we tookinto account the initialstate photon radia-

tive corr∝tion by the Berends Eleiss
method【17】 which reduces the totalcross sections

near threshold. The Feyn皿andiagraⅡ娼tOOk into account for the correction are shown

in fig.30. The cross s∝tion for the one photon radiation is glVen by the form;

dd2=q

:(Ln;)
= -

E7/Ebea,A

y
-

cosOJ7

s'- (1-I)s

1+(1-I)2
I qx(s')

(6.1)

where qx(s')
is the totalcross section of the lowest order diagra皿at the reduced

CMS energy (ヽ々).since e.q.(6.1)
is singular atェ- 0 and I - 1, the integration of

e.q.(6.1)must
be cut at some appropriate value =m.･n andェma&. The =m.･n represent

that the photons which have energy below =minEbeam are not reCOgni2:ed as the photons

by the detectors, and is set at 0.1. The =ma= is set at 0.99. Because the kinenatical1y

allowed energy of the photons less than Ebeam-m, Where m is the mass of the generated

particles, theェmaェdoes not affect the result as long as =ma2Ebeam > Ebeam - m. h

the scalar electron production, since the t-channel contribution in the diagram prevent

us to use the Berends Kleiss method, we did not take into account the initialstate

photon radiation.
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h the charglnO decay, its deca･y strongly
depends onthe mⅨ1ng･ This model

● ■ ●

dependence enters the coupling in the W
～x7～

vertex offig.4 (a)andthe lepton mass

′ヽノ(ノ

at the / fx vertex offig.4 (b). h the first diagram, the coupling at the W完7～is

expressed as

芸仰(1十75).V(1-75)i

where U, V are parameters depending on themiⅩing of the charglnOS. We tried four
●

cases for the coupling, I.e,
●

(U,V) -

(0,1), Ⅴ｣A

(1,0), Ⅴ十A

(1,1), Ⅴ

(1,-1), A

It tuned out that the detection e缶ciencies depend only slightly
on the co11pling･ We

chose the case which had the poorest e缶ciency yielding the most conservative result･

h the second diagram, the mass and the width of the scalar leptons oT quaLrks were

aBSu皿ed to be 90 GeV and 1 GeV respectively. Our丘nal1imits dependence on these

parameters Was Smal1unless these masses are皿ade much lighter.

Detector Simlllation

The particles generated by the event generator were processed by the detector

simulator. h the si皿ulator, the paJticles were tracedalong their pass
in the detector

volume suqering from the interaction between particles and materials in the det∝tor,

i.e, the ionization energy loss, the multiple scattering, and the nuclear interaLtions･

The electromagnetic showerinthe dense materials was treated by the EGS
【33l

code･

The nuclearinteractions were treated by the GⅡEISⅡA【34】 Monte Calro･ When a

particle was in the sense volume Of a detector the det∝tor simulator converted its

position and energy loss to the outputs of the detector. h the TPC, each wire slgnal
●

was generated from the energy loss of the track. A pad signalwas calculated by the

induced signalon a pad by nearest 5 wires. h the BCIJ, the electromagnetic shower

was simulated by the Bootstrap
method(357 since the full simulation by the EGS takes

much CPU time. The Bootstrap method simulated the shower by the EGSuntilthe

energy of the particle reduced to the half of theincident energy and the development

of the low energy shower was chosen from pre-simulated shower (thefrozen
shower)
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table. The fro2;en Showers were prepared using the EGS with the cut off energy of 1

MeVfor various energies. h the ECL, the shower energy wzu calculated by the shower
●

curve which was experimentally determined.

6.3 Search for charglnOS
●

′ヽノ

As mentioned in the previous section , charginos (x) are mixtures ofwinos and

charged higgsinos. Their production cross-s∝tionand decay was described in chapter

3. Taking account for the model dependence of the charglnO decay, we looked for
●

production of charglnO Palls both decaying by the same mode in the followng four

finalstates;
acoplanar ei pall, aCOplanar仲palr, aCOPlanar Tテpalr, and acoplanar

●

jets.

Acoplanar ei pairs
●

The selection criteria for acoplanar ei palrS Was aB follows:

1. No ECL energy clusterwith E > 2 GeV.

2. Two energy clusters in the BGI.with E > 2.5 GeV and acollinearity angle > 20o.

3. At least one of th怨e energy Clusters had to be aBSOCiatedwith a charged track,

and both of them with matched II)C hits.

4. The rest of the energy deposits i皿tbe BCI一< 1.5 GeV.

5･ The ■mislng
energy Vector could not point toward the calorimetric holes nor

gapS･

6. Themislng Et ba月 tO be greater than 5 GeV.

7. The acoplanarityangle of the event, OA,must be greater than 30o where eA -

180o- theangle between the nomenta of the two clusters projected
on the plane

perpendicular to the beam axis.

Bhabha and two photon events were removed by cuts (7)and (8)･Cuts (1)and (6)

removed radiative Bhabha events. Since the required energy deposit in the BCL was

greater than 5 GeV, the trigger e凪ciency for events survived the cuts was 100 %. The

plot before the mlSSlng energyand the acoplanarity cuts is showninfig.31 together

with the simulation. With these cuts, the e瓜ciency to detect
chargino pairs decaying

′ヽ■

into ei7 7 was 0.35
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when (m支,m7-)- (25,0)GeV･ No events were observed after applyingal1 the cuts･

The expected backgrounds from Bhabha, (ei)ei,and rf processes were 0.01 in the

search region.

Acoplanar 〝声palrS
●

The selection criteria for acoplanar p声pairs was less complicated:

1. No energy cluster waBallowed in the BCL nor the ECL with E > 1 GeV.

2･ At least two, but no morethan three chaJged tracks from theinteraction point

wereallowed (thehighest two momentum tracks are the candidate p tracks)I

3. Zero net ch打ge Of the p track candidates.

4. The lower nonentum candidate had to have a momentum greater than 4 GeV.

5. The acoplanarityangle of the candidates had to
satisfyOA

> Boo.

The dominant background source of this mode waLS (ei)fLP,which wats e缶ciently

removed by cut (4)･For this channel the trigger condition described in the previous

chapter affects slgni丘cantly the detection e缶ciency and was simulated by the trigger

simulation of the TOPAZ. The
plot before the皿OmentⅦnand the acoplanarity cuts is

shown in fig.32 togetherwith the simulation. The simulation well reproduced the real
【i:▼｣

data･ With these cuts, the efBciency to det∝t chargino pairs decaying into fLi7 7 was

o･13 for the phase-I TPC triggerand O･22 for the phas&ⅠI TPC trigger when (m支,m耳)
- (25,0)GeV. The totalexpected background wa占1.6 events in the search region.

We

found no candidate events.

Acoplanar TテpalrS
●

Since the 86% of the T's d∝ay into one charged track states, acoplanar T Pair

events were searched forinthe 1-1 and 1-A prong configurations. I-1 means the both

T's decay in the one-prong modeand 1-n means one decaysinone-prongand the other

h A prong mode. The notationindicate the number of tracksinopposlng directions.

The selection criteria for the I_1 mode were:

1. Two charged tracks With momentu皿greater than1 GeV, which pointed to the

interaction
point.

2. EBCL < 18.5 GeV.
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3. EECL < 1 GeV.

4. Evi8 < 35.5 GeV.

5･ (∑pzl/Evi8< 0.38.

6･ [cosOm.･s8.･ng
pf

< o･751

7. Missingpf > 5 GeV.

8. Acoplanarityangle of the two tracks, 25o < e^ < 160o.

Bhabha events were removed by cut (2),radiative lepton pair production was

rejected
by cuts (3) and (6)･ (ei)eiand (ei)Fly,whichgive dominant background

contriblltion, were removed by cut (7)･The cut (8)removed Tf process･ Infig･33, the

plot
before themissmg皿Omentu皿and the acoplanarity cuts is shown.

The selection criteria for the 1-n皿Ode were more complicated, necessaq n order

to suppress backgrounds from nulti-hadron events:

1. At lea月t three but no皿Ore than six charged tracks from theinterac七ion poi皿t･

2. EBCL < 16.5 GeV.

3. EECL < 1 GeV.

4. 7.5 GeV < Eyi8 < 49.0 GeV.

5. [∑p写l/Eyi畠<0.67.

6･ lcosem.･88.･ng
pI

< 0･75･

7. hvariant mass Of 1-prong side < 2.4 GeV andinvariant mass Of A-prong side

< 6.7 GeV.

8. The largest isolation angle > loo.

9. The largest opening angle of charged particles on the A-prong side satisfying

6ma= < boo.

10. Acoplanarity angle, βA > 40o, where βA - 180o- the angle between the vectorial

sums of the transverse momenta of the 1-prong side (thetrack and the clusters,

ifany, contained in the cone about the track withanopenlngangle
less thanthe

half of the largest isolation
angle)and of the n-prong side (therest)･

Cuts (2),(7),and (9) re甲oved multi-hadron events and cut (10) suppressed 'テ

events･ h thefig･34, the plot before the acoplanarity cuts is shown･ With these cuts,
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the enciency to detect
chargino pairs decayinginto T5 7～ wa月 0･10 when (m支,m7-)-

(25,0)GeV. Possible background sources inclⅦded (ei)〃声,(ei)Tテ,rf, Bhabha, multi-

hadron, and (ei)q育･The background expected in the search region
were O･2and

0.7 events for the 111and I-A mode respectively. One event survived the cuts but

consistent with the background expectation. We kept the event as a candidateinthe

limit calculation.

Acoplanar jets

●

The selection criteria for acoplanar jets consisted of the following requirements:

1. Total energy deposit in the calori皿eter > 4 GeV.

2. More than four tracks each with pt > 0.15 GeV and lcosOl < 0･83 originating

from the interaction poi且t.

3. The larger of the invariant nassesinthe two hemipheres > 4 GeV.

4. [cose伽u8t
a王.･8l

< 0.7.

5･ 0･3 < EyiJJg< 1･0; l∑pz!/Evi8< 0･5;

6. Acoplanarityangle of the v∝torialsuns of the tramverse皿Omenta Of the par-

ticles belonging tO
each hemiphere, e^ > 45o.

Dominant backgrounds in this channel
were from multi-hadron and (ei)q亨pro-

cesses
and were removed by cuts (4)and (5)･The realdata and simulated background

by the I.UND Monte Cairo were shown in the fig.35 before the visible energyand the

acoplanarity angle cut.
It

showed
a good agreement between the dataand sinulation･

′ヽノ

With these cuts, the e缶ciency to detect chargmo palm decaylnginto qq 7 was O･24
● ● ■

when (m妄,m7-)- (25,0)GeV･ We expected l･3 eventsfro皿these backgroundsinthe

search reg10n. One event survived in the search reglOn Which was kept a5 a Candidate･

●

6.4 CharglnO mass limit

h theanalysis described above, we observed two events after the cuts, i･e, one

acoplanar tau palrand one acoplanar jet candidate. Becausethe estlmated back-

grounds forall modes amount to 3.7 events, the fact that two events survived agrees

with the background estination･ When we calculate the lower mass limit for the

charglnO, We kept these two events as candidates･
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Detection E瓜ciency

The e瓜ciencies for the charglnO decay are suⅡ皿ari2;ed in table.3 inthe case of

m- - 0and m- - 25 GeV. The error of the e缶ciencies were estimated by the
7 X

statisticalerror of the simulation which are shownintable.3. Typicalerror of the

e缶ciency were a.bollt 1 %. The e缶ciency depends on the mass Of the chargino. It

growth higher when the charglnO mass becomes heavy since the the charglnO decay

wa月 more aCOplanar for the higher mass. Hence, in order to glVe the conservative
●

results, we fixed the e缶ciency at the m- - 25GeV and estimated the number of
X

events expected for the higher mass.

Limit calculation

Because the branching fractionsinto the four
modes studied are model-dependent,

we show the mass limit as afunction of leptonic branching ratiointwo
cases: equal

branching ratio to each leptonic mode; and leptonic branching ratios thatmini皿i2;e

overall acceptance Etot aB follows.

elot(BL)
-

Min(∑f,IBIS)
+ e,･etB (I

-

BL)2∫

with the constraint of

∑Bl-BL
i

where亡li are theindividualacceptance･

Then total acceptance is expressed a5;

Etot(BL)
-

eLB呈･亡,eta(-BL)2
where

l
亡L=こ=T

∑`吉
The mass limit was derived as the followlng;

∑【q(Ebea,n)Etot(BL)]- N95%CL(N:bs)
eヱP

where s11Ⅱ皿ationruns over experimentalconditions differing in the beam energy or

the trigger condition.
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The right hand side of the equation means 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit

corresponding to observed N:むseVentS･ Theintegrated luminosity was obtained by the

ECL aB mentionedinchapter 5 and sumaJizedintable.3. h the limit calculation,

the errors of the integrated lllminosity and of the e缶ciencies were not takeninto

accounts since their contribution to the limit calculation was
negligible snail. In our

case N95%CL Was 6･3, since we observed 2 events･ Figs･36(a)and (b)suⅢエnarize the

result as functions of BL tOgetherwith previous limits from the experimentalgroups

at pETRA【37 ･38] for m～ = 0 and m～ = 10 GeV, respectively. Notice that the region7 7

below the charglnO mass Of 20 GeV is not shown in the丘gures, since our data did

not improve the previous upper limits for the mass Of lightcharginos. For m- - 0,
7

charginoswith Tn- - 25.5 GeV or less were excluded atthe 95 % CI. regardless of their
X

leptonic branching
ratios. The mass limit waB皿OSt Stringent if the leptonic branching

fraction: BL - 0. h this case m- > 27.8 GeV.
X

6.5 Seardl for charged scalar leptons

Charged
scalar leptons ca皿be pair-produced whentheir mass is below the energy

threshold. Since they d∝ayinto a photi皿O and a corresponding charged lepton, their

signature is similar to that of charglnOS. The Production cross-section was estimated in
●

chapter 3. Thereforethe results found while searching for acoplanar lepton pairs from

the decay of chaJginos
can be used to set mass limits to the charged scalaJ leptons･

Scalar electrons

If the LSP is the photino , pall-prOdtLCed scalar electrons promptly
decay in to

electronsand photinos. h this case the results of acoplanar el∝tron pall Search in
●

the charglnO Case Canbe used. The only difference from the charglnO Case lies in their
● ●

production cross section described in chapt甲3. We therefore estimated the cross-

section by e.qs･ (3.2)and (3.3).The presence of the t-channel diagramprevented

us from using Berend5-Kleiss prescription forinitialstate radiative correction. The

scalar electron limit we show below is optimisticinthis resp∝t. The scalar electron,
～ ′ヽ∫

if not the LSP, decaysinto e land leaves a similar signature to the ei7 J7 decay of the

chargino.
If the scalar electron itself is the LSP, it is stableand expected to behave as

a heavily ionizing particle detectable by the TPC th,oughdE/血measurement【41]

Figs.37(a)and (b) show our 95% CL lower mぴS limitswith the previous results from
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PEP/PETRA【37P] for m?R-m言Land m言R << m言L, reSPeCtively･
In the former case

we have exploredand excluded the highm? highm7- region uP tO a scalar electron

mass of about 28. GeV. The stable scalar electron mass limit depends on the photino

mass because of the t-channel diagram.

Scalar mⅦons

汀scalar muons are the LSP, they canbe detected by dE/d= meaBure皿ent a5 is the
′ヽ.ノ

case of any charged LSP. If the LSP is the photino, they decay into p 7, resulting ln

′ヽノ

acoplanar JL声palrS. The slgnature is similar to the pi7 py deca.y of the chargmo･ Thus
●

we canderive the scalar muon ma5S limit fro皿the search result we described above.
′ヽ■′

The e抗ciency for this process was better than the charglnO Case mainly because p

′ヽ■

decays into 2-bodyfinalstates resulting in higher momentum nuons, while x decays

into 3-bodyfinalstates: the e凪ciency was E - 0.30 at 55 GeV (the phぉ&Ⅱ
TPC

trigger)when (m石,m7-)
- (22,0)GeV･ The enciency started

dropping quickly when

′ヽ-ノ ′ヽノ

the fL7 mass difference approached 6 GeV. The 95 % CL limit obtained fro皿this

search is
showninfigs･38(a)

for m.-A
-

m;Land (b) for
mgR << m&L,:together

with the previous limit by PETRA experinentst37･39]
I The lower mass limit to FL for

[▲E二

m～ = 0 GeVwas 24.5 GeVinthefirst case.

7

Scalar tans

The mass limit found for stable scalar皿uOnS Can be applied directlyもo the case Of

stable scalar tans, since their production cross-sections are the same as long a5 their

masses are the same.正the LSP is the photi皿0, the scalar
tans d∝ayinto a photino and

a tau and their palr production can be det∝ted as acoplanar TテpalrS Similar in event
●

[iこ≡｣

topology to the palr-produced chargmos decaying into Ti7 7. Therefore the mass limit
=

can be obtained from the results of the chargmos decay into an acoplanar T-Pair. The
●

●
●

candidate event observedinthat search was agaln included here as a scalar tau pall

candidate in setting the mass limit･ Aswith the acoplanar muon searchl the e瓜ciency

to detect scalar talュs Was better thanthat of the chargino
case: e - 0.14 at 55 GeV

when (m7,m7-) - (20,0)GeV which dropped rapidly when the石- 7～mass difference

approached 6 GeV. Fig.39 shows the 95 % CL limit obtained fromthis search together

with the previous limit by PETRA
expe,imentst37]. The lower maB8 limit to 7 for

m--OGeVwa$21.7GeVwhenm- -m-.

7 TR TL
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6.6 Search for scalar quarks

For scalar quark pair Production, we assumed a threshold behavior governed by

the P3/4 factor, without considering resonance structures･ Because of our limited

statistics, we concentrated on the scalar quarkswith a charge of 2/3 inunits of the

proton charge (Q-2/3). The scalar qu打ks decay throughthe following
mode:冒- q与

when the LSP is the photino.Anevent resulting from this decay lS Characteri2;ed by
●

two jets with a large acoplanarityangle. We searched for eventswith such signatures

by requlrlng each event to pass thefo1lowing cuts:

1･ More than four tracks with乃> 0.15 GeV and 7coseI< 0･83
originating

from

tbe interaction point.

2. Tわtal visible energy > 10 GeV.

3･ IcosOsphe,t･c,･ty
a&i8l

< 0･8･

4. Two jets de丘ned by the JADE
clusteralgorithm【40]with ycut

- 0･04･

5. Acoplanarity angle of the twojets, 0^ > 50o.

′ヽノ

The detection efRciency for the q-palr production was more than 0.4 for a scalar
●

quark mass > 23 GeV and a photino mass < 10 GeV b甘t rapidly decreased to zero as

the m-m～皿aSS diFerence becomes less than 8 GeV. h the Monte Carlo simulation,
q '7

hadroni2;ation was aLSSuned to precede the scalar quark d∝ay. The subsequent
decay

of the leading a-hadron containing the scalar quark was treated using the spectator

modelwith the LUND stringfrag皿entation･ Possible background sources include

multi-hadrons, (ei)qq,(虎)Tf,andTf. The totalbackground contamination
from these

channels amounts tO 0.93 events in the search reglOn. No events were observed in the
●

search reglOn･ The lower limits to the scalar quark皿ZuS are Calculated
as afunction

of the photino massand tabulatedintable 4. The lower mass limit to Q -

2/3 scalar

quarks wzu 26.3 GeV, when m- - m-. As for lightsquarks, our data didnot improve
qR qL

the previous upper mass limits from PETRA experiments(37 ･38]
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6.7 Summary of the Search

h this experiment, we did not observe the production of the charged SUSY par-

ticles, then extended their lower mass limits as follows.

When m- -0;
7

m～>
X

m_>
e

m_>
〝

i
〈
(

25･9 GeV Brlepton - 1

27･8 GeV BrLepton -0

27.4 GeVmR-mL

26.9 GeVmR<<mL

24.5 GeVmR-mL

22.7 GeVmR<<mL

m7>(21･7
GeVmR-mL

-;, (::::
or when m… - 10 GeV;

'T

m…>
X

m～>
e

m～>
〝

i
i
i

25.8

27.8

28.2

26.2

24.4

22.7

m7> (20･6

-冒, 〈…;:≡

GeVmR-mL Q-2/3

GeVmR<<mL Q-2/3

GeV Brleplon - 1

GeV Brlepfon - 0

GeV mR -mL

GeV mR << mL

GeV mR -mL

GeV mR <<mL

GeV mR- mL

(assume equalbranching

ratio for three leptons)

GeVmR-mL Q-2/3

GeVmR<<mL Q-2/3

whereal1 limits aregiven at the 95 % CI,.
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7. Constraint on the SUSY parameters

h this chapter, we derive constraints on the SUSY para皿eterSfor皿the maB8 limit
′ヽ-∫

of i and rs withinthefrane work of themininalN-1 supergravity(SUGRA)
GUT.

h this model the masses Of the particles can be written in term of the four parameters;

mo, M2, FL, and vl/v2･
mo is the common scalar mass at the SUSY mass scale, M2 the SU(2) gaugino mass,

FL the higgsinomixing term, and tll/v2
the ratio of the vac11u皿eXpeCtation value of

the two higgs doublets, resp∝tively･ The皿ean Of these parameters are described in

appendix B.

●

7.1 GaⅦglnOmaSS

The charginos
are the m汝ed states of the Vino and the charged higgsino obtained

by diagonalizing the ten(9]
I

I

･?<一斉-,(:2192Vp2)pL(:I)
where

入-≡か.I'^2),
X-≡PLh2-PRhl

h.･ : charged higgslnOfield
●

^i : Charged gaughofield.

(7･1)

The neutrals∝tor is more complicated since the neutralino are themixed states

of two neutralhiggslnOS h呈andhg,and two neutralgangmos入3 and入o･
The mass

●

term to be diagonali名ed is;

芸(i:ぢ}3}0)

0
-2〝

-2〝
0

去gvl一去gv2

去gvl
去9V2
M2

Bg'vl一封v2 0 I;9;I:l(h;Oo;i(7･2)

h
eqs･(7.1)and(7.2),fL

is the higgsinomixing, Ml and M2 are the soft-SUSY breaking

SU(2)L and U(1)㍗gaugino masses and viand v2 arethe vacuum expectation valu怨

of the higgs doublets.
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The masses of charged and neutralgauglnOS are Obtained by diagonali2;ation
of

the mass matrices. For the chaJged sector, two mass elgen States are Obtained from

eq･(7.I)as
follows;

m文士-芸【M22.4p2
I 2鵡

(M署- 4p2)2 + 4m3,cos20v+ 4m2w(M22 + 4fL2 + 4M2PSI'n220v)]

(7.3)

where tanO -

vl/v2.
Notice that one of the charginos has the mass below mw.

The neutrals∝tor is di缶cult to diagonali2;eingeneralcase. If Ml - M2 - 0, the

matrix is simplifiedand a nassless photino is obtained. The other states are two 2;inos

and higgsinos. The ma5SeS Of the gauginos are;

〝士= FL2 +m芝±fL･

If the parameter M.･'s are not zero but small, they can be treated as perturbation.

Then the photino can be massive and the gaugino mass is diifer from FE士. The masses

of the photino and the two gaugmos are expressed a5;
●

Fii] rI

7

Eii】rn

Z_

iii)I

Z+

- lM2SI'n2o.u+ MICOS2owl

=p-+

=〝+~

〝十

FL+ + fL-

〝-

〝十+〟-

lM2COS2ow十MISI'n2owf

lM2COS2ow + MISt'n2owl

(7.4)

We use this formula for the photino皿aSS Since our analysis a5Sun田m- < 10 GeV. At
J7

the GUT scale the giugino masses Of SU(3),SU(2) znd U(1) (and coupling constants)
ace equaland ;

α3 α2 α1

M3 M2 Ml

is valid atany energy scale. Therefore

芸(-w)-≡(-w)
-

5
=

-tan2ow.
3

(7.5)

(7･6)

●
●

With this assumption the gauglnO mass formula canbe simplified and the gauglnO

mass is expressed a5 afunction of the three parameters; M2, fLand vl/v2･
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7.2 Scalar mass

The scalar mass岱are derived by evolving them from unification scale to - 100GeV

by the renormali2;ation group equation (RGE). Assuming co二-on scalar mass, mo, at

theunification scale and three generations, the scalar皿aBSeS aregiven by【叫･iJ

m2(3L)
-

m岩+30.2m2～十0.43rm芝
7

m2(3R)
-

m芸+
28.4m2～ + o.o7rm…

7

m2(～uL)
-

m岩+
30.2m2～ -

o.36rm芝
7

m2(蒜R)
-

m岩+
28.4m2～+ o.14rm…7

m2(?L)
-

m吉+
2.2m2～ + o.28rm芝

7

m2(言R)
-

m岩十0.6m2～
+ o.22rm…

J7

m2(v～)
-

m岩+
2.2m2～ -

o.50rm三
7

(7･7)

where I
-

cos2e.,.

Actually, the scalaJ leptons ate themixed states of the le氏- and theright-handed

Superpartners and resulting the diagonali2;ation of the following mass ten;

･7L 7R, (L2^TmTL2
R2^;1o.mL?)

(-i:) (7･8,

where mo is co皿10n SCala一皿aBS,
L, A, and R are dimensionless constant8 depending

on the soft SUSY breaking term, and mt is the皿aSS Of the corr田pOnding ordinary

particle.Althoughthe mixhg is皿Odel dependentingeneral, when mL << mo,unless

L-氏 to a highdegree of pr∝ision, the left-handedand theright-handed partners are

approximately mass eigen states. Therefore in thisanalysis we treated the left- and

right-handed partners as the mass eigen states.

7.3 Results

From the results of the last section, the masses of the gauglnO and the scalar
●
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expressed in term
of the four parameter of the SUSY, i,e,

m支土= F(p,M2m/v2)

m言- F'(mo,m7-,Vl/v2)

m妄土- G'(M2,P)

m,-
-

a"(M2)

The constraints used for this analysis arethe lower mass limits obtained in chapter 6

togetherwith the previous experiments;

m～ > 25.5GeV
X

m～>
亡 〈

>47･ GeVform,--0 (fronASP)

> 26･5 GeV for m,- - 10 (fromour data)

m～ < 1α)0.GeV
J

The last COndition was the requ汀ement tO resolve the naturalness problem.

Since our mass limits are functions of the photino mass, we consider, as represen-

tative case, the constraints on the parameter spaceinthe case m- - 0and 10 GET
'7

(correspondingto M2 is 0 and 16･8 GeV,
resp∝tively)I

For simplicity
we further as-

sume mL >> mR for the■scalar partners･

Fig･40 shows theallowed region i皿the
v1/v2and fL plane for m- is 0 (a)znd 10 GeV

7

(b) respectively. Theallowed region
is snⅡ皿arized as;

o･3<vl/v2<4 m7--0

o･3<vl/v2<6 m,--10GeV

-200<〝<200 m…-0
'7

-50<fL<750 m7--10GeV

and the co二-on scalar mass (mo) was greater than40 GeV･

From the constraints obtained for the SUSY parameters ,on
the contrary, we can

restrict possible masses
Of the SUSY particles.

Since the constraints
a.re more tight

on the higgsinomixing term (lL)thanon the coⅡ皿On scalar mass (mo), Our result
is

●

more informative for the gaugino sector, i.e, the neutralgauglnOS.
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The neutralgauglnO mass is plotted infigs･41 and 42 for a-and Z+I reSPeCtively･
●

As a result, the 2;ions could existinthe mass range

20GeV<m_ <200GeV
Z_

30GeV<m～ <750GeV
2+

35

ifm_ < 10 GeV.
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8. Conclusion

We have made a extensive search for pall productions of supersy皿metric particles

ine+e~annihilation using the data
at v6

- 52 - 57 GeV by the TOPAZ detector

at TRISTAN. Since we observed no evidence for the production of such particles, the

mass limits obtained at PEP/PETRA are now extended
a5 follows:

m=>(25･9
GeV BrLepton=1

;,(
;,(

m_>

m～>

27.4GeV mR-mL

26･9GeV mR<_<mL

24.5GeV mR-mL

22.7GeV mR<<mL

m7>(21･7GeV
mR-mL

mq>(26･3GeV mR-mLQ-2/3

whereall limits
aregiven at the 95 % CL and in the case of m- - 0.

7

Using the obtaizLed limits togetherwith those from the previous experiments, the

parameters of the min血alN-1 supergravity GUT were restricted. The results are to

be used h model building or selection.
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APPENDIX A

Motivation of the SUSY

The standard model is a gauge theory based onthe symetry group SU(3) 令

SU(2)L 令 U(1)y where the SU(2)L ⑳ U(1)y is spontzmcmsly broken to U(1)cm at

the energy scale of 0(100Gey) by the Ron-zero vacuum exp∝tation value of the

Eiggsfield. Thefunda皿entalparticles of the model are listedintable.5. There are

t.hree generations of left-i-ded ( SU(2) doublet )and Tight-hand?d( SU(2) singlet )

quarks/1eptons,gauge vector bosons (g,W土, zO,
7)

as the ca汀ier of theinteractiふg

force, a Ⅱiggs scalar which is a relic of the spontaneous symmetry breaking glVlng the
● ●

mass to the W士, zO, quarks, and leptons.

Althoughthere are no experi皿entalr田ults con且ictingwith the皿Odel, it is not

considered as theultinate th翰ry Of elementary pasticles. There are many reasons for

this and some are listed below.

1. There are three independent coupling con如znts, g3 for SU(3), g2for SU(2)L,

and g'for U(1)y, implying that the thr能kinds of interactions are notunified･

2. Gravity is not takeninto account atal1 and left ununified.

3. The number of generations of thefunda皿entalfermions is unexplained.

4. There is no builtin mech姐ism for electric charge qu弧tization. h the SU(2)L ⑳

U(1)y s∝tor, the U(1) hypercharge -dalso electric charge can be any real

number.

5. The masses of the fermions are detemied by their Y止awacoupling to the Ⅱiggs

field but the coupling constant8 are Input Parameters.
●

These problems strongly suggest that the Standard model Should beaneffective

theory to be derived from theunderlying unified theory at highenergy scale.

h general, the behaviour of the coupling constants
is governed by the renormali2:ation

group equation (RGE)
(4】.∬ the behaviours of the coupling con5tantS

are Calculated

by the RGE, one丘nds that three coupling con8tantS mergeSalmo8t a Single value at

the energy scale of lO14～17 GeV･ This fact Strongly 8uggeSt8 theunification of Strong

and el∝troweakforce (GUT).
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Once we assume theunification,the naturalness problem arise as explained below･

The loop correction to the Ⅱiggs mass showninfig.43 (a)contributes aB;

dk4

k2-m 空P…-P… (Al)

where m is a naBS Of the paLrticleinthe loop. Therefore, the relation
between IIiggs

mass at the the energy scale FLl
-

m.qand theunifica.tion scale p2 is expressed schemat-

ically in the form(14】
･

I

mi(mw)
=

m;(jL2)
+ Cgp; (A2)

where g is a coupling constant and C is a dimensionless constant. The
eq.(

A 2)indi-

cates that if we a5Su皿e the p2 0f 0(1015 GET), the right
hand of the

eq･(
A 2) must

be canceled at the accuracy of 10-26 to keep the Higgs mass
mH(mw)

at 0(102 GeV)･

It is very unnaturaland is called the naturalness problem.

There are two ways outfron the naturalness problem. The &rst is to replace the

elementary Ⅱiggs by compositefield as in the teclmicolour theoriest5】zmd cut oG the

integration at FL2 - 0(1TeV). The second is tointroduce the supersy-etry (SUSY)

which transforms fermions to bosons and vice versa. In the supersyⅡ皿etric theory,

contributions from supersy皿netric partners are add to
eq.(

A 1)with opposite sign

as illustrated infig･43 (b)and exactly cancel the quadratic divergence, i･e, the SUSY

guarante怨the factor a - 0 in
eq.(

A 2)･

The supersyⅡ皿etry must be broken since we do notknew any particles which are

mass degeneratewith conventionalparticles but have a sph of 1/2 difFerent･ h this

case We have;

m(mw)B空m(fL2)2十q'Im一品[2.

′ヽ∫

where mand m are masses of ordinaryand
its supersymmetric partnersl reSPeCtively･

If lm一品l< 0(1 rev), the theory is stillnatural.
h other word, if the SUSY is the

solution, superpartners must exist blow 0(1 rev)･

The other motivation of the SUSY arises from the uni&cation of gravity. Colenan

and Mandula have
shown【15】thatinthe Lorentz tensors, the generators of the Poincar6

group, pp, MPV, and the Lorent2; invariant generators of the i皿ternalsyⅡ-etry,QI･,
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are the only possible conserved numbers in a theory with non2;ere S matrix in four-

dinensions. The generators Q.･form Liealgebra as･,

【Qa,Qbl -

I'fabcQc

and coⅡ皿ute With Poincare generators;
′

【PP,Q.1- 【MFW,Q.･]- 0

This means that externaland internalsyⅡ皿etry Cannot beuni丘ed. The way outfron

this no-go theorem is togive thefer益onic charge to the Q,･znd extends theLiealgebra

to the graded Liealgebra which inchde both coⅡ皿utationand anticoⅡ皿utation rela-

tions･ Now we denote Qa as a left-handed Weyl spinor and Qi aLS
aright-hzmded Weyl

spinor･ since Q.･s are conserved cia,ges of spin 1/2,their antico-nutator (Q4,屯〉is

also conserved and must be spin 1 vector. The Coleman Mandula theorem pemit the

conserved vector, 1.e, PfL. The supersyⅡ皿etry is de丘皿ed by thealgebra;

･ 【Qa,PJA】- o

(Qa,否i)- 2q芸Pp

It indicates that the SUSY transformation is relatedwith space-tine. hd*d the

SUSY must include gravity if we make it a localsy皿エnetry. Eaag, Lopus2;ZnSki, and

solmius(18] have shown that the SUSYalgebras are the only graded Liealgebra which

are consistent with relativistic quan血m丘eld theory.
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APPENDIX B

Parameters in the mass matrix

h the mininalN-1 supergravity model, the SUSY is broken by gauge slnglet soft

supersym皿etry breaking terms via gravity. This mechanism is ananalogy of the higgs

mechanism in the el∝troweak theory and called the super higgs mechanism. h this

case the massless gravitino ( spins/2 superpartner of the graviton)
becomes massive

conbinedwith the Goldstone fermion (goldstino).This gTaVitatio-nalsector I(called

hidden
sector)co皿エnunicateswith the ordinary sector only via gravity andallows the

scalar and the gaugmo皿aBS terⅡ迅in the g叫ge invariantforn; i.e, soft SUSY breakhg

terms. Since the superhiggs n∝hanism has皿Odel dependence and henceintroduces

parameters in the soft SUSY breaking term. The actualforn of this tern lS;

M.ReA2 + M3ZmA2 + c(A3 + h.c)十Ma(入a入a十ヂヂ) (Bl)

where入is the superpartner of the gauge boson(gaugino) and and A is the complex

scalarfield. M.･s are the parameters; M4 Splits the mass of A and its partner,
M3

splits masses Of twofields if A is expressedinterⅡ娼Of two realspinlessfields,
Mas

(a -

1,2,3)訂e the Majorana mass term
of the gauginos corresponding to the gauge

grOuPS･

h order to obtain a low
energy eqKtive model, the SU(2)L ㊨ U(1)y must be

broken･ It is done by the radiative correction to the scalar ma5S･ The evolution of the

scalar mass is determined by the RGE aB;

∂m…cala,
∂〝

-

Mnm…cala,

where M,A is a matrix. The behavior of the Higgsandthe scalar fermions is illustrated

in thefig･44･Al1 scalars have the same maLSS, mo, at theuni丘cation scale but the only

Higgs mass became nee?tiveand breaks SU(2)L@U(1)y at the energy scale of 0(m-)･

It is possible by assumlng a large top quark mass Since only the Higgsfield has the
●
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Yukawa coupling to the top quark. Its contribution
is

p聖畳-. gktim,
-

gab〝

where gL,i
is Yukawa coupling constant of the top and 9!sand

Mas are couplings and

masses of the gauginos･ It is found that large
9左ti

drives the higgs皿aSS tO negative

and breaks the SU(2)L @ U(1)y.

The low energyminimalnodel containhg the particle in table.1 is completed if a

superpotentialis given. The most general form lS;
●

′ヽ′～
～

JIv
～

～

W - fLHI LR +FdHI QD +んHI QU +jLHIH2

(≡:)
3i?"琶

where

～

～*

U-uR

～
～*

D-dR

～

～*

R-eR

Corre叩Onding to the existence of the two Ⅱiggs doubletsl two Vacuum eXP∝tation

valu田(actuallytheir ratio)and the nixing parameter tL is paraⅡ旭terS Of the model･

Now we canexpress the masses of the SUSY particles in terms of the parameter

of themininalN-1 SUGRA model as is presented in chapter 7･ The possible chaLrged

gauglnO皿aBS terms aJeinthe form;
●

蒜【vl^'hl'v2入-'h2] 'M2^'入~ -phlh2十h･c

The terms inthe bracket arise fromthe scalar-gauglnO-higgslnOinteraction term, the

Second is a contribution from the soft SUSY breaking ter皿and the last is from the

8uPerpOtentialand called the higgslnO mixing term.
●
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For the neutralsector, which are complicated sincethe photino, the 2;ino, and the

two neutralhiggslnOS Canbe mixed, we have;
●

芸t･g^3(vlh冒-v2h…)一芸t･g'^o(vlh2
-

v2hg)･芸M2^3入3･芸Ml入o^o
I
ph2h冨+

h･c

Each tern is similar to that of the charged sector but the gauglnO and the higgslnO
●

fields ace COrreSPOnding neutralones. The form of the mass matrix is given in chapter

7.Asa result the gaugino皿aSS is expr鶴Sed as afunction of (FL,M.･,vl/v2)･The more

detailed description canbefound in refs. Sand 9.
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APPENDIX C

The TOPAZ End Cap Calorimeter

The TOPAZ End Cap Calorineter was a gas Sampling electromagnetic calorimeter

Iota.tedinthe end cap region of the TOPAZ det∝tor a占Showninfig.6. It wa5 a

sandwich of absorber plates and proportionalcounter arrays a5 Showninfig.45 and the

number of sampling layers was 34. h each layer, a proportionaltube array consisted

of 196 tubes Was Shed on a printed circuit (PC) board,and the board was

a*o Slued

to a lead plate of 2mm.I 3mm thick backed by
lmふthickstainless steel (SUS) plates

on both sides. The thickness of lead absorbers were 2mm for the丘rst 20 layers aLnd

3mm for the remalnlng 14 layers, respectively which were equivalent to 0.46 and O･64
●

●

radiation length (Xo),hcluding SUS backing, and the totaldepth of the detector was

18.2 Xo. Proportionaltubes were made of conductive plastic(43】, -a the dimension

of cross s∝tion was 5mmwide, 10'nm highaLd lmm thick. The anodeふire, gold

plated tungsten of 50jLm diameter, was strungwith a tension of 200gw. Positive high

voltage was applied to the anodeI While the plastic ttlbe was gr甲皿ded at an end by a

copper tape.

The signalfron the calori皿eter Was read by the cathode pads printed on the PC

board. Thanks to the highresistance of the plastic tubes, the electricfield of the

proportionalcounter formed by the DC highvoltage applied between the tube and

theanode wire While the RF signals were induced on the cathode pad placed out side

of the plastic tube as showninfig･46･ Cathode pads were ganged together to form

a tower
structure toward the interaction point and each tower was divided into three

segments, COrreSpOnding to 8, 12 and 14 layers.

The signal from the calorimeter, converted to the differentialpulse by a pulse

transformer, directly drove the 40m long twisted pair cable and fed into a diGerential

aznplifier to suppress the coⅡ皿On mode noiseinducedinthe cable･ The ampli丘er

output two signals, one was sent to the analog-digitaltoconverter(ADC)and recorded

aB the calorimetricinformation, the other is used
for the triggerinfornation.

For the trigger, 16 the signalwa5 1inearly su皿エned by aanalog 8um皿ation mod111e

called basic sum, then, they are agaln Summed by a similar module called generalsu皿I
●
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andfinillyinformation of partialenergy suⅡ娼and two totalenergy su皿are Created

aB mentioned in chapter 4.

Since the galn Of the proportionalcounter depends on the pressure and the tem-
●

perature of the counter gas, the correction of these variation is essentialto obtain

good resolution. These dependence was Studied by the prototype and it was shown

that the correction was Very uSefu1【21･24】･ Fig･47-(a)shows the` variation of the pulse

height of the ECL for Bhabha events with the correction factor obtained from cor-

responding gas preSSureand tempErattue. The pulse height distribution before and

after the correction is shown fig.47-(b)which shows the inprovenent of the resolution

e瓜ciently.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

1. The superpartners required for theminimalSUSY model with the conventional

particles.

2. Previous SUSY searches.

3. The detection e缶ciency of the charglnO decay for each decay皿Ode when m- - 0
7

with experinentalconditions. The trigger I,IIindicated that the condition of the

TPC trigger described in the chapter 3.

4. The lower皿aSS limit of the scalar quark at the 95 % confidence level a5 a function

of photino maLSS.

5. Fundamentalparticles of the standard model.
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Table 1.
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Table 2.

Spartile Lower mass limit (GeV) condition group

'7 20.5 7- 7 H MARKJ

? 57.0(90%CI.) mL
-

mR, m… =O ASP

′ヽlノ

P 20.5 mL - mR, m～ = 0 CELLO

i王】

T 20.5 mL - mR, m～ = 0 CELLO

20.5

40･0(90%CIJ)

mL-mR, m--0
7

BrLepton - Ilo

rin
i≡｣

x-+z/ W

CEIJLO

UA2

X 35 m- < 70GeV,
e

m～ < 10GeV CELLO

′ヽノ

qL,R 21.4

45･0(90%CL)

qL-qR, m- < 10 GeV
'7

′ヽl′ ′ヽ′

qーq7

′ヽl′
～

qL-qR, m--0
'7

m～ =m～ =m～ = m～ =m-
tl C 8

JADE

UAl

′ヽ.ノ

g 53･0(90%CL) m～ < 10 GeV UAl
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Table 3.
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Table 4.

Lowerma581imittom言(GeV)fore-2/3

m7-(GeV)
m{■=m■一

qLqR
m～≫m-

qLqR

0 26.3 24.4

5 26.3 24.3

10 26.2 24.2

15 26.1 24.0
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Table 5.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Proton decay diagram when the A parity is not conserved.

2. Feyn皿andiagraⅡ娼for the production of SUSY particles. The diagra- took

into accountinthis analysis are indicated by shadow.

3. Typicalproduction cross section of SUSY particles as afunction of their mass

at ヽ斥-
55Gey･

4. Feyn皿an diagrams Of chaJgino
deca.y when the LSP is the photino and the NLSP

is the charglnO.

5. The layout of the TRISTAN.

6. Bird's eye and cross-s∝tional views of the TOPAZ det∝tor.

7. Coordinate system of the TOPAZ det∝tor.

8. The Time
projection chamber.

9. Front view of the TPC sector.

10. Electric filed of the sector when ga.ting grid is open (a) znd closed (b)･

ll. Schematic view of the BCL.

12. Energy distribution of the BCL for Bhabha events at J=
- 52 GeV･

13. Schematic view of the ECL.

14. Energy distribution of the ECL for Bhabha events at
ヽ斥-

52 GeV･

15. Scheme of the trigger system.

16. Scheme of the energy trigger.

17. Principle of the track pr&trigger.

18. Timing sequence of the trigger.

19. Principle of the TPC trigger.

20. The TOPAZ data acquisition system.

21. Tine sequence of the data acquisition.

22. Tasks on the online computer VAXll/780･

23. Scheme of the raw data processlng.
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24. Architecture of the TPC analysis.

25. Parametri2;ation of charged tracks.

26. Curvature distribution of two mea5urementS Of a cosmic ray event by the TPC.

27. Momentu皿reSOlution of the TPC aB afunction of the mdmentum.

28. Flow of the analysis.

29. Event
signatures of SUSY particle.

30. Feynmandiagrams includinginitialphoton radiative corr∝tion.

31･ Scatter plot before themissing energy an4 the acoplanarity cuts (a)for el∝tron

pair candidates･ Fig (b) and (c) show their projection
to the horizontaland

vertical ax怨(dots) with the Monte Cairo simulation (solidline)･

32. Scatter plot before the mo皿entu皿and the acoplaJlarity cuts (a)for p pair can-

didates･ Fig (b)and (c)showtheir proj∝tion
to the hori2;Ontaland verticalaxe5

(dots)withthe Monte Cairo simulation (solidIke)･

33. Scatter plot before themisshg皿0皿entum and the acoplanarity cut (a)for 1-1

mode of the tan decay. Fig (b) znd (c)Show their projection to the hori2;Ontal

and verticalaxis (dots)with the Monte Cairo simulation (solidline)･

34. Scatter plot for mlSSlng momentum Versus aLOplanarity angle before the acopla-
● ●

narity cut (a)for 1-n皿Odefor the tan d∝ay. Fig (b)-d (c)show their proj∝tion

hori2;Ontal and verticalaxis with the Monte Cairo expectation.

35. Scatter plot for visible energy versus acoplanarity angle before the cuts (a)for

the multi hadron candidates. Fig (b) and (c) show their projection horizontal

and verticalaxiswith the Monte Cairo expectation.

36. The 95% CL lower limit to
chargino

mass as afunction of leptonic branching

ratio, assuming (a) m7
- 0 and (b) m7

- 10 GeV, respectively･ The solid,

the CELLO, and the JADE lines aBSune equalbranching ratio to each leptonic

mode and the dotted line corresponds to the most pessimistic case described in

tbe text.

37. The 95% CL limit to scalar electron mass aS afunction of photino mass, aB-

suning (a) m7R
-

m?Land (b) m?A << m?L･ reSPeCtively･ T?e
ASP limits

were obtained by single photon searchand set at the 90% CL･ h the case of
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m- < m- the limits are from the acoplanar electron pair SearChandinthe case

'7 e

of m- > m?, the limitsfromthe stable heavy particle search･
7

38. The 95% CL limit to scalar muon naLSS aS a function of photino mass, assuming

(a) mp-A
-

m石L and (b) mp-A << m石L, reSpeCtively･ The limits are obtained

from the acoplanaJ nuOn Pall SearChinthe case Of m- < m-. The stable heavy
●

7 P

particle search resulted in the limits for m- > m-.

7 〝

39. The 95% CI. limit to scalar tan naLSS aS afunction of photino mass, assuming

m- - m-. The limits are from the acoplanar tan palr SearChand the stable
●

TR TL

heavy particle search below and above the m- - m- line, respectively.
7 〝

40･ The 95%l CL limit to the parameter p as afunction of vl/v2,
for m,-

- 0 (a)and
●

10 GeV (ち)resp∝tively.

41･ The 95% CL limit to Z- mass as afunction ofvl/v2,
for m7

- 0 (a)and 10

GeV (ち)respectively･

42･ The 95% CL limit to a+ mass a5 afunction of vl/v2,
for m7-

- 0 (a) and 10

GeV (ち)resp∝tively･

43･ The Feyn皿an diagranB Of one loop
correction for the Ⅱiggs scalar masswithout

(a)andwith (b)the SUSY partners.

44. The evolution of the scalar mass aS the function of the renormali2;ation scale.

45. Structure of the proportionaltube and layers of the ECI}.

46. Equivalent circuit of the cathode readout.

47. Pulse height variation of the ECL for the Bhabha eventswith the co汀∝tion

factor (a) and its pulse height distribution (b) before (da血ed line ) znd after

(solidline)the correction.
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